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AbstractAs digital libraries grow to global scale, the provision of interactive access to content in manylanguages will become increasingly important. In systems that support query-based searching,the presence of multilingual content will a�ect both the search technology itself and the userinterface components that support query formulation, document selection, and query re�nement.This article describes the interactions among these components and presents a practical way ofevaluating the adequacy of the selection interface. A categorization-based model for the user'sselection process is presented, and an experimental methodology suitable for obtaining process-centered results in this context is developed. The methodology is applied to assess the adequacyof a selection interface in which multiple candidate translations for a term can be simultaneouslypresented. The results indicate that the modeled selection process is somewhat less e�ectivewhen users are presented with multi-translation glosses from Japanese to English rather thanmaterials generated originally in English, but that users with access to the gloss translationssubstantially outperform a naive Bayesian classi�cation algorithm.
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IntroductionModern research libraries must acquire, catalog, store, locate, and provide information that isexpressed in a wide variety of languages, scripts, and media in order to respond to the needs ofresearchers that use their facilities. As the increasingly interdependent global information infras-tructure expands, interactive access to multilingual content will likely become an increasinglyimportant feature. Perhaps even more important, as digital library technology for organiz-ing and providing access to information becomes an integral part of this global network, theparadigm shift toward end-user searching that is currently evident in monolingual applicationscan be expected to extend to cross-language searching as well. Providing well designed toolsto support that process will require integrating three disciplines: information retrieval, libraryscience, and machine translation.Query-based information retrieval systems pose a co-design problem among the three com-ponents shown in Figure 1: support for the user's query formulation and re�nement processes,the search technology that accepts the query and returns a retrieved set of manageable size, andsupport for the process by which users select documents in the retrieved set that merit furtherexamination. This perspective is grounded in an understanding of information seeking behaviorthat informs the design of conventional libraries today. Taylor described the process by whichusers compromise their initial visceral information need to conform to both their own presentperception of that need (the conscious information need), their expressive abilities (which pro-duce a formalized information need) and the perceived capabilities of the information providerthat they will consult (for which they craft a compromised information need or query) (Taylor,1962). 3
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Relevance FeedbackFigure 1: An interactive information retrieval process.Search technologies typically use a combination of word matching and shallow natural lan-guage processing techniques such as morphological analysis to determine which documents ina collection should be retrieved, and the retrieved set is then presented to the user throughsome sort of selection interface. Typically document titles and other identifying information areranked in an order approximating decreasing likelihood that each document will satisfy the in-formation need that motivated the query. Often users are given the opportunity to disaggregatesuch lists, examining the full text of individual documents. Hearst and Pederson have shownthat clustering documents in the retrieved set can also be useful (Hearst & Pederson, 1996), andclustering interfaces are beginning to appear in search systems for the World Wide Web in ane�ort to provide meaningful responses to short queries.Regardless of how the results are displayed, the selection interface must support two types ofdecisions. The �rst is a selection decision, when the user must decide whether comprehensionof a document's contents would serve the user's intended purpose. The second is a re�nementdecision, continuing an iterative process by which users seek to move their query closer to thevisceral information need that motivates their search. This can be accomplished via manualquery re�nement, in which users examine the retrieved set and craft a more suitable query(perhaps simultaneously modifying their conscious information need); it can also be supportedby the \relevance feedback" loop shown in Figure 1, in which the user designates good exem-4



plar documents in the retrieved set and then the system automatically uses terms from thosedocuments to augment the original query.Because the components shown in Figure 1 are closely coupled, retrieval systems pose a co-design problem in which important capabilities can sometimes be provided more easily by onecomponent than another. For example, although only a fraction of the top-ranked documentsreturned by a Web search system may actually be useful, a selection interface that helps the userrapidly recognize useful documents could lead to a system design that satis�es user needs. Sim-ilarly, users who are initially unable to form precise queries could initially pose a general queryif the selection interface supported query re�nement e�ectively. When designing informationretrieval systems that support cross-language searching, it will be necessary to reexamine theway functions are divided among these three components. Consider, for example, a user who isunfamiliar with a language in which potentially useful documents are written. Clearly such auser could not be expected to reliably provide query terms that would appear in the same formin the documents | at least a portion of that role must be assumed by the automated system.Because queries are typically much shorter than documents, for retrospective retrieval fromlarge document collections it is generally more e�cient to translate the query than to translateand store each document. And if queries must be accepted in several languages, the e�ciencyadvantage of query translation over document translation increases. A number of automaticquery translation techniques have been developed, and reported results suggest that betweenhalf and three quarters of the documents found using same-language queries can also be foundusing fully automatic query translation from another language (Hull & Oard, 1997). The moste�ective techniques combine information extracted from dictionaries with shallow natural lan-5



guage processing operations such as part-of-speech tagging and phrase recognition that serve tolimit the e�ect of translation ambiguity. It seems reasonable to expect that designing the queryformulation interface to support interactive disambiguation during query translation could pro-duce even better retrieval e�ectiveness, and systems which support this approach are beginningto appear (Davis & Ogden, 1997).Retrieval e�ectiveness will be of limited value if users are unable to interpret the contentsof the retrieved document set, and this is an important limitation of the query translationapproach that must be addressed in the selection interface. Before using individual documentsto support query re�nement or reading them for comprehension, experienced searchers typicallyapply sophisticated heuristics based on factors such as title, date, and authorship to identifypromising documents. Systems that support cross-language searching based on query translationwill need to incorporate machine translation in their selection interface to support these decisionprocesses.Although some users may ultimately require high quality translations of selected documents,it may be impractical to translate every document in the retrieved set su�ciently rapidly tosupport interactive browsing. For example, in our experiments for the Text REtrieval Conference(TREC-6) we have found that a typical newspaper story can be automatically translated fromGerman to English in about a minute on a SPARC 20 (Oard & Hackett, 1997). The \TITAN"multilingual Web search system overcomes this limitation by translating only the titles on theWeb pages in their returned set from English into Japanese using a translation technique thatis tuned to the observed semantics of Web page titles (Kikui, Hayashi, & Suzaki, 1996). Sinceusers of monolingual systems often examine the contents of some documents in the retrieved6



set when making query re�nement and selection decisions, we believe that it is important toprovide some means for browsing the documents themselves. In the next section we describe aninterface for examining document titles or full documents that is based on rapidly constructedword-by-word gloss translations and present an experimental paradigm suitable for obtainingprocess-centered results in this context.
Process-Centered Evaluation of Gloss TranslationsGloss translations can potentially support both document selection and query re�nement. Theparticular method we adopt is similar in spirit to the \Cli�-note" mode advocated by Churchand Hovy, in which the original text is annotated with some word-by-word translations (Church& Hovy, 1993). Davis and Ogden have implemented a selection interface based on this principlefor their QUILT cross-language text retrieval system, in which they replace words for whichat least one translation is known with one possible translation and then allow users to selectalternative translations using pop-up menus (Davis & Ogden, 1997). We take that approachone step further and simultaneously present up to three alternative translations when a singleappropriate translation is not easily determined. We have observed that people can disambiguatewords fairly easily in context, although this is a task that computers currently perform quitepoorly. For example, the user presented with \Intel presente the new (ea, integrated chip) (fromthe, of the) Pentium Pro" has no di�culty ruling out the `ea' interpretation of puce.1 Becausethis \pop out" e�ect appears to be so pronounced, we believe that in this application it makes1The source text for this example, in French, reads: Intel presente la nouvelle puce du Pentium Pro. (EDU-PAGE, 2 November 1995, hhttp://ijs.com/edupage/fr/i.)7



sense to present alternatives where possible rather than to attempt disambiguation decisionsautomatically. When no translation is found in the dictionary, we present the untranslated wordif the original language shares a common character set with the user's language. Otherwise wereplace the word with ellipses (\: : :").Arnold et al. suggest that evaluation of machine translation systems can be classi�ed intooperational , declarative, and typological criteria (Arnold, Sadler, & Humphreys, 1997). Opera-tional evaluations take into account the end-user process within which the machine translationsystem will be used; the other two paradigms focus on subjective measures of translation ade-quacy (such as intelligibility and accuracy) and coverage of linguistic phenomena (via creationof standard test suites). A similar distinction is present in information retrieval evaluations, inwhich e�ectiveness measures such as recall and precision are used to characterize the e�ective-ness of the search technology component and user studies seek to reveal the interaction amongall three components for the retrieval system. While declarative and typological evaluationsof machine translation systems and recall-precision evaluations of information retrieval systemso�er useful insights, there is no clear way to use the results of such evaluations to guide thedesign of components that depend upon user interaction. On the other hand, Arnold et al.point out that operational evaluations su�er a lack of generality, and they are costly and timeconsuming because they require putting the system \into the document processing environmentin as realistic a manner as possible." Moreover, replicability by di�erent researchers is a prob-lem because two operational environments are rarely similar enough to a�ord a fair comparisonbetween competing approaches to the same task.As with declarative, typological and recall-precision evaluations, we have chosen to focus on8



a single component, in this case the selection interface shown in Figure 1, abstracting away fromthe full user environment. But unlike a recall-precision evaluation, in which strong assumptionsare made about the selection process in order to obtain reproducible results, we have instead�xed the output of the search technology and sought to measure the e�ect of our gloss translationstrategy on a speci�c decision process. This approach o�ers some of the advantages of operationalevaluations while providing the opportunity to conduct the evaluation in a controlled laboratorysetting. To the extent that the evaluation task is a fair abstraction of the true end-user process,the results obtained can inform design decisions for the overall system.Our evaluation technique seeks to measure the e�ectiveness of gloss translations with respectto a decision making task. Design of the task was guided by the following considerations:Minimizing a priori biases. In some experiment designs, each participant isprovided with an identical statement of a formalized information need. There is,however, a large body of evidence that suggests that even expert searchers willdi�er on the interpretation of such a statement (c.f., (Wilbur, 1994)). Althoughit is obviously impossible for a set of experimental subjects to agree on a commonvisceral information need that motivates their search, experimental results wouldbe more informative if the users were able to at least develop a common consciousinformation need. Doing so without using a formalized information need statementas a surrogate would also help to avoid incorporating the experimenters' perceptionsor biases into the task.Approximating real decisions. With a selection interface, users choose amongactions on the basis of their conscious information need and their perception of the9



content of a retrieved item. The user may begin with a sense of what is \out there,"and can re�ne that perception as they examine returned items. For example, a usersearching for material on \language translation" might expect that material result-ing from their search would pertain to commercial translation products, translatorservices, and technical papers on machine translation; looking at candidate resultsmight lead to additional categories such as literature translations and Bible studies.Abstractly, at the point in time when an action is chosen for a given item, we modelthe user as possessing a set of conceptual categories, and the selection process canbe viewed as \bucketing" the item into one of those categories and then choosingan action accordingly. This model leads naturally to a categorization paradigm, inwhich subjects in the laboratory setting perform a task analogous to that central�rst step.The binary judgments of topical relevance used in recall-precision evaluations of search tech-nology e�ectiveness are a simple version of this categorization paradigm in which the user hasjust two categories in mind, one characterizing sought-after information and the other repre-senting \everything else," and the topic is explicitly stated as a formalized information need.We believe that for selection interface evaluations, a categorization model and our focus on theconscious information need better reects the challenges that users face in their decision process.
ExperimentThe experimental design is relatively straightforward; we de�ne a task in which all subjectsare faced with the same categorization problem. Some of those subjects are given materials10



in English to categorize that are drawn from a parallel collection in which every documentappears in two languages. Other subjects are given the same content to categorize, but in theform of gloss translations into English from the other language. If the subjects given gloss-translated materials make decisions that are similar to those made by the subjects given theEnglish materials (allowing for normal variability in people's judgments), we can conclude thatthe gloss translations are suitable for this purpose.Materials. Experimental items were selected from the Nihongo Yellow Pages, a business di-rectory site on the World Wide Web.2 The site was chosen because it contains informationacross a variety of topic areas, because each business directory listing consists of a concise andinformative description, and because most listings are available in both Japanese and English.In our experiments we used listings from the Nihongo Yellow Pages' Education, Finance, What'sNew, Entertainment, and Health categories, selecting a total of 73 business listings at randomfrom those areas.For each of these listings we created a 3 � 5-inch index card with a business advertisementin English and a corresponding card containing the same content as expressed in Japanesetogether with a gloss translation of that content. By way of illustration, Figure 2 shows threeitems in English, with their corresponding translated items appearing in Figure 3. Details of thetranslation process are given in (Resnik, 1997). Our current prototype handles gloss translationfrom Japanese, French, and Spanish to English, though our test collection for these experimentspermits only Japanese-English evaluation.Procedure. In order to create topical categories in an objective way, we randomly selected 322hhttp://www.nyp.com/HTML/directory.htmli 11



Figure 2: English items from Nihongo Yellow Pagesof the 73 English cards and gave them to 3 di�erent subjects,3 with instructions to sort the cards\into 4-6 piles of roughly equal size, placing cards in the same pile when you think they should'go together', for example because they are related to similar topics." One subject created 4piles, another 6, and the third 7 piles. We chose the 6 piles created by the second subjectas de�ning the topical categories for the remainder of the study; the selection of categories isdiscussed further in the next section.A set of 6 subjects participated in the control condition of the experiment, which involvedcategorizing material in English. The procedure had two parts (see Figure 4).1. First, subjects were presented with the 6 piles of English cards created as described above.They were asked to read through each pile and decide \what you think each one is about."As a memory aid, subjects were encouraged to write a description of their choosing on aPost-It note for each pile, and place the note next to the corresponding pile.2. Having formed their own impression of the 6 topical categories, subjects in the control3All subjects in this �rst experiment were employees of Sun Microsystems in Chelmsford, Massachusetts,solicited as volunteers. All participants in both studies were uent in English and nobody who saw glosstranslations of Japanese materials was at all familiar with Japanese.12



Figure 3: Translated items from Nihongo Yellow Pages
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Figure 4: Categorization of new itemscondition were now given 32 new randomly-selected cards in English. They were instructedthat for each new card, they should decide in which of the 6 categories it \belongs" andplace it next to the corresponding pile. They were also given the option of placing cardsin a seventh \none of the above" category.Subjects were told to take as long as they liked on both parts of the categorization task.A set of 8 subjects participated in the experimental condition. Part 1 of the experimentalcondition was completely identical to Part 1 of the control condition: subjects looked at exactlythe same 6 piles of English cards and formed their own mental description of each topicalcategory, writing down a short description as a memory aid. Part 2 was also identical, with onecrucial exception: instead of being given cards in English to place into categories, subjects weregiven the corresponding cards containing gloss translations of Japanese, similar to the exampleshown in Figure 3. 14



In both control and experimental conditions, order of presentation for the cards to categorizewas counterbalanced, with half of the subjects receiving cards in one random order and theother half receiving them in the reverse order.Results. The categorization data gathered in the experiment were analyzed following themethod of Hripcsak et al. (Hripcsak, Friedman, Alderson, DuMouchel, Johnson, & Clayton,1998). In their study, they compared the performance of physicians, laypersons, and severalcomputer programs on the task of classifying chest radiograph reports according to the presenceor absence of 6 medical conditions. Our adaptation of their analysis is almost completely direct,with subjects in the control condition (English cards) corresponding to the physicians, subjectsin the experimental condition (translated cards) corresponding to laypersons, and our automaticbaseline runs corresponding to a subject in their baseline conditions, where they used simplekeyword-based classi�cation.The basic idea in the analysis is to compute the \distance" between subjects on the basisof their categorization behavior, seeing whether the average distance between an experimentalsubject and the members of the control group is greater than the average distance of controlgroup members from each other. We compute the distance between two subjects j and k forexperimental item i as the number of topical categories where the subjects disagreed for thisitem, i.e. 0 if they placed item i into the same category and 2 if they did not (Hripcsak et al.included the more general case of allowing an item to be placed into multiple categories, so theirdistance measure could range from 0 to 6). The overall distance from subject j to subject kis then just their average distance across all N items. The principal question is how much thecategorization behavior of subjects in the experimental (gloss translation cards) condition di�ers15



from behavior of subjects in the control (English cards) condition, computed as the average ofthe distance from each gloss translation card subject to every English card subject.The upper bound on performance in this task, for subjects in the experimental group, wouldbe categorizing the test items in just the same way as the control group categorized their itemsin English; this would indicate that the gloss translations were e�ectively providing the sameinformation with respect to this task. The corresponding average distance for each English cardsubject to every other English card subject is computed in the same way as the gloss transla-tion card subject to English card subject distance, though naturally in this case the averagingexcludes the distance of each subject from himself or herself. In order to approximate lowerbounds on categorization accuracy (and thus upper bounds on the average distance measure),we did eight runs placing the cards with gloss translations of Japanese into the seven categories(including \none of the above") at random. As an alternative lower bound, we also categorizedthe test items into the six categories (excluding \none of the above") using a forced-choice naiveBayes classi�er.4Figure 5 shows, for each subject, a point (and 95% con�dence interval), representing itsdistance on average from the judgments of the subjects in the English-card (control) condition.(Recall that distances range from 0 to 2.) As one should expect, the categorization behavior ofsubjects given degraded information (gloss translations of Japanese) is far closer to the controlgroup than the baselines, but generally appears to di�er from that of subjects in the controlgroup, who were given full information in the form of English cards.Figure 6 shows the results of a second experiment, replicating the �rst, this time running4We used McCallum's Rainbow system (companion software for Tom Mitchell, Machine Learning, McGrawHill, 1997), available at hhttp://www.cs.cmu.edu/afs/cs.cmu.edu/user/mitchell/ftp/ml-examples.htmli.16
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DiscussionTaken together, the timing and performance results in the experiments suggest that simplegloss translations are useful for making categorization decisions representative of informationseeking behavior at the selection interface of a cross-language information retrieval system.18



Participants presented with gloss translations sorted items into categories in essentially thesame amount of time as control participants given English versions of the same items, and theircategorization behavior clearly resembles the categorization behavior of the control group. Atthe same time, the behavior of the two groups is also clearly separable, indicating that there isroom for improvement in the translation technology.In order to assess the broader utility of this experimental design for modeling real-worlddecisions, such as those at the selection interface, it is useful to have a clearer idea of what thecategories used in this particular experiment were and what the user categorization decisionswere like. In this section, we discuss the categories used in the experiment from the perspectivesof coherence and distinguishability.As noted in the previous section, the categories were obtained by asking three subjects tomanually cluster cards into between four and six \piles," or categories. The descriptive labelsthey provided, shown in Table 1, give an idea of the distinctions they were drawing. Theircategories are generally related to, but not identical to, the \Yellow Pages" categories fromwhich the materials were taken.6 In both the original experiment and its replication, we usedthe clusters given by Participant 3 as categories (the \topical category exemplars", in Figure 4),on the basis of both their number and their reasonableness. Intuitively we also found this to bethe most discriminable set of the three: Participant 1 aimed at a very high level of abstractionand the �rst two categories are hard to distinguish, at least on the basis of the label, andParticipant 2 indicated by the choice of descriptive labels that at least one cluster (Misc) lacked6Since advertisements were sampled at random in order to avoid experimenter bias, one category of adver-tisements reects the fact that sex-related sites are common on the Web. The Nihongo Yellow Pages directoryentries used in the experiments contained only general descriptions of the information available from each of thelisted services, and all experimental participants were adults.19



Participant 1 Participant 2 Participant 3Business and Personal Services Legal/Financial Services Medical and Health CareBusiness Services Sex Business Sex-RelatedProducts and Catalogs Appeals to Gullible People Leisure and Recreation and ArtsInformation, Organizations, and Vacation/Travel Svcs Recreation and Travel, especiallyEducational Institutions Training Materials Financial ServicesMusic/Video Sales/Sampling Personal Improvement and EducationMisc (Service, Equipment,Business Opportunity)Table 1: Category labels provided for alternative manual clusterings of experimental materialscoherence.Qualitatively, the coherence of the selected categories is con�rmed by consistency in thedescriptions assigned by participants in the second part of the experiment. As described in theprevious section, experimental participants were asked �rst to read the cards in each category,and then to write down a description for each category, to be used as a memory aid in thecategorization task. The descriptions people assign, as illustrated in Figure 7, show the degree ofconsistency in describing the six categories. We interpret this as con�rmation that participantsin the categorization task are forming clear and coherent mental characterizations of the sixcategories that are consistent across individuals.In addition to this qualitative assessment of category coherence, we analyzed distinguishabil-ity of the experimental categories by computing the intercategory degree of distinguishability forthe second study on the basis of subjects' categorization decisions. Following Bruce and Wiebe(Bruce & Wiebe, 1998), for any two subjects in the categorization task we compute the degreeof distinguishability for categories i and k as�ij = 1� p̂ij � p̂jip̂ii � p̂jj ;where p̂ij is an estimate of the probability that an item placed in category i by one judge is placed20



1. Medical and Health Care (6): Alternative/Traditional Health Resources; Medical;Medical Related items; Medical Products; Pharmaceuticals/Alternative/Oriental Medicine;Medical/Health Products; Health (self-help); Alternative Medicine Solution Suppliers;Health Care and Maintenence; Medical Supplier and Reference Site; Medical ProductsServices; Medical Services/Training/Supplies; Medical; Alternative/Medicine2. Sex-Related (3): Erotica/Interactive; Porn; Adult Entertianment; Porno Stu�;Sex/Entertainment; X-rated Publications/Services; Erotica; PornographicProducts/Services; Erotica Site; Adult Audio/Visual Material; Sex Videos; Sex Stu�;Sexual Explicit; Pornography/Phone Sex/On-Line Sex3. Leisure and Recreation and Arts (6): Music/Japanese Items; Arts;Entertainment/Hobbies; Music/Video Sut�; Music/Tourism; Cultural Products/Services;Art & Music (trade?); Arts/Entertainment Products/Services; Multi-media Audio/Visual;Music Info Site (japanese seem out of place); Multimedia Products/Services; InternationalArts/Bought/Sold/Displayed; Arts/Crafts/Music/Video; Arts/Entertainment4. Recreation and Travel, especially (4): Travel/Immigration; Travel/Immigration/LocalSpots; Travel; Travel; Travel; Travel/Vacation/Destination Services; Travel; Travel; Travel;Pre-Travel Needs and Arrangements; Travel/Immigration/Vacation Info; TravelInfo/Services; Travel/Tourism; Travel/Immigration5. Financial Services (5): Banking/Financial Tax Advice/Services O�shore Japanese;Finances; Financal Services; Bank/Finance Services; Tax Services; Financial Services;Ecommerce; Financial Services; Financial; Financial Services and Info; Financial Services;Financial Services; Business; Personal Finance/Investing6. Personal Improvement and Education (7): Self-help/Media-based/Training/;Learning/Training; Training; Multi-media Training; Education/Technology;Business/Professional Training/Business Services; Education (safety); Education/TrainingServices; Education/Training; Education and Training Aids/Providers; Training/LearningServices/Products; Services to Enhance Productivity in Business; Education/Training;Education/TrainingFigure 7: Descriptions assigned by participants performing the categorization task in the �rststudy, after reading the cards in each category. The description in bold type is the label assignedby the creator of the categories, followed by the number of cards in the category.
21



in category j by the other. If �ij = 1, the categories are said to be completely distinguishable,and if �ij = 0 they are said to be completely indistinguishable.Analyzing the categorization behavior of control subjects in order to examine distinguisha-bility of categories, an interesting observation resulted. It became immediately clear that oneof the subjects, identi�ed as CF1, had a pattern of distinguishability values that was visiblyvery di�erent from all the other subjects in the control group. For example, categories 3 and 6are highly distinguishable | i.e., �3;6 is close to 1 | for virtually all pairs of subjects. But incomputations of �3;6 involving categorization decisions by CF1, �3;6 � 1 in virtually every case.7Not surprisingly, the visible outlier in the control group, data point 5 in Figure 6, turns out tobe subject CF1.Excluding CF1, the computation of �ij strongly con�rms the reliable distinguishability ofpairs of categories as judged by pairs of judges. Except for the pairing of Category 2 withCategory 4, to be explained momentarily, the average degree of distinguishability across pairsof judges and pairs of categories is .95 (sd = :38). It was not possible to obtain reliable valuesfor �2;4 for most pairs of judges because those categories were too sparsely populated in the setof cards to be categorized | all but one control subject left Category 2 entirely empty.Figure 8 illustrates the small number of cards categorized by the control group into Category 2or 4, showing, for each category, the average number of cards placed in that category for eachof the conditions. This way of looking at categorization behavior provides useful informationabout di�erences between the control and experimental groups: given only limited word-by-7As de�ned, degree of distinguishability does permit �ij < 0, and we found that in a small number of cases.Bruce (personal communication) notes that �ij is guaranteed to range from 0 to 1 under certain assumptionsabout the distribution (Darroch & McCloud, 1986); these require more sophisticated techniques for estimatingp̂. 22



1 3 4 5 62 N/AFigure 8: Average number of cards assigned to each category by (from left to right): controlgroup (English), experimental group (translated), Naive Bayes classi�er, and random selection.
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word translations, many with gaps of vocabulary coverage, subjects in the experimental groupplaced cards into categories 2 and 4 much more frequently than subjects in the control condition.Conversely, subjects in the control group, having access to full information, used the \none ofthe above" category more frequently than subjects in the experimental condition.These average frequency di�erences provide useful information about the way alternativepresentations of information a�ected the decision-making process: subjects in the experimentalgroup appear to have been misled by limited information (or by lack of con�dence in theirassessment) into producing false positives, attempting to categorize into one of the preexistingcategories (1{6) items that control subjects viewed as belonging to the \none of the above"category.Our analysis has also exposed three limitations of the methodology and suggested somedirections for improvement. First, the e�ort to minimize experimenter bias through randomchoice led to a set of categories substantial variations in the number of items to be placed ineach category, and in particular included categories with few or no test items. This makes itmore di�cult to draw inferences from user behavior; for example, we do not know whethermisclassi�cations into Categories 2 and 4 reected di�ering (but �rm) assessments of the degreeof similarity between the test items and those categories or whether it reected an interactionbetween increased uncertainty about the proper category for some items and a possible biasagainst leaving any categories empty. Questionnaires, think-aloud protocols, and structuredpost-test interviews could be used to qualitatively assess the e�ect of such factors, and strati�edsampling could perhaps be used to correct di�culties that are uncovered.Second, we have not identi�ed which aspects of our gloss translations are responsible for the24



observed di�erences in categorization behavior. For example, we do not yet know which possibleenhancements | better vocabulary coverage, resolution of semantic ambiguity, more appropriatechoice of word order, etc. | o�er the greatest potential for improved utility in categorization(and hence selection) tasks. On the other hand, our experimental paradigm makes it relativelyeasy to vary parameters of that kind; one could easily run a new experimental condition with thesame gloss translation algorithm but a better dictionary, in order to assess the role of vocabularygaps. for example. In fact, if a similar set of subjects is available, new conditions could be addedwithout repeating the conditions for which data has already been collected.Finally, we have not yet evaluated the e�ect of gloss translations on category learning. Ourpresent methodology allows us to focus on categorization behavior by starting from a point atwhich both control and experimental subjects have learned the same categories from the samesix sets of English cards. Our methodology could be used to indirectly evaluate the e�ect of glosstranslations on category learning by asking both the control and experimental groups to cate-gorize gloss translations. The control group would learn the categories as before, using Englishcards, while the experimental group would learn the categories using gloss translations. Di�er-ences in the categorization behavior of the two groups could then be attributed to di�erencesin their category learning behavior.
ConclusionsThe methodology described above makes it possible to evaluate the way presentation of in-formation | here, English versus gloss translations | inuences a decision-making process| document selection in cross-language information retrieval. By adopting a categorization25



paradigm, and varying only the form in which information is presented, it becomes possible toaugment the qualitative assessments of categorization behavior with quantitative measures suchas inter-rater distance, category distinguishability, and average frequency distributions. Themethodology blends the controlled conditions normally associated with highly structured eval-uations with the user orientation of operational user studies. Our experiment design requireslittle in the way of specialized apparatus, preparation, and the like, thus facilitating replicability.Our gloss translation strategy might be improved, for example, by biasing the presentationorder of translated terms using corpus statistics, or by displaying alternative translations ver-tically rather than horizontally. The value added by any such changes can be measured usingthe same methodology by simply adding an additional condition in which subjects used theputatively improved interface. Furthermore, the technique can easily be adapted to measurethe e�ect of other kinds of information presentation on selection decisions. For example, titletranslation techniques could be compared with automatically generated one-line translated doc-ument summaries to assess the utility of available summarization technology for this purpose.The methodology could also be applied in a monolingual setting, for example comparing auto-matic and manual techniques for constructing indicative abstracts (document summaries thatare intended to support selection decisions).Interactive information systems that e�ectively support end-user searching will be an impor-tant component of future digital libraries. We have shown that relatively simple interface designscan support extension of those capabilities to monolingual users in multilingual environments.While such users will undoubtedly require access to some high-quality translations, our resultsindicate that easily generated gloss translations may su�ce to support their initial selection de-26



cisions. That could, in turn, allow designers of search technology to e�ectively exploit relativelye�cient query translation techniques, rather than the more resource-intensive techniques basedon massive document translation that are now commonly used when support for interactiveselection by monolingual users is required. When combined with similar experimental methodsfor interfaces that support cross-language query formulation and with well known techniques forcharacterizing the performance of alternative search technologies, our methodology can providea sound basis for allocating functionality in systems that are designed to support interactiveinformation seeking in multilingual environments.AcknowledgmentsWe would like to thank Gary Adams and Mona Diab for their help with the design and imple-mentation of these experiments, Yoshi Okamoto for his assistance with Japanese �gures, RebeccaBruce and Janyce Wiebe for discussion of inter-category distinguishability, Andrew McCallumfor the use of Rainbow, and Nihongo Yellow Pages Inc. for the use of their materials. Thiswork was supported by Sun Microsystems, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agencyunder DARPA/ITO Contract N66001-97-C-8540, the Department of Defense under contractMDA90496C1250, and the University of Maryland General Research Board.
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